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The hangover quotes mr chow toodaloo

Mr. Chao Cutt: So long, gay boys! Mr. Chao Cutt: You'll fuck me? Alan Warehouse: No one is going to end up on you! I'm on your side! I hate Godazaala! I hate it too! I hate it! He excludes cities! * Please *! It's not your fault. I'll get you some pants. Stu Price: It's not a dog. Mr. Chao Cutt: What are you talking about,
Willis? That he did! Stu Price: No, I'm sorry, Mr. Chiu Kit, it's not our friend, he... This is... Alan Warehouse: The Dog we're looking for is a white. Mr. Chiu Kit: It's funny because he's fat! Mr. Chiu Cutt: [As he has slowly closed his car window, the gap closing his head trails] Tovedi-A, Moterfokkars. [Like a local afuh] [Alan
comes from the car window because the door on the passenger side is not open] Mr. Chao Kit: [goose obno] fall on the face of the strange fat guy! Mr. Chao Cutt: Oh yes? Why don't you suck on these little Chinese nuts? [His nuts with gourds] Mr. Chiu Kit: Do you want to me? Mr. Chiu Kit: Not so good now. Paghar Pro,
Dukahibag. The Lesli-Chiu Kit, also known as Mr. Chiu Kit, is the main drug-based traditional, a supportive role in Part II, and secondary in Part III. He is the former marshal's vice. In the first film he is phil Vannik, Stu Price, Alan Warehouse, and former arc of The Dog-Lings-Nimisus. He's one of the series' five main
characters, others being Full Vannik, Stu Price, Alan Warehouse, and Dog Killings. He has the most infamous characters besides Alan. Personality [Edit Source] The personality of the cut is influenced by two things. Their insane life as a drug lord, multi and international criminal, and their constant and heavy abuse of
multiple different drugs and alcohol aperture amounts. Mr. Chao Kit is very quiet and going out. He likes to make new friends and is quite reliable. He goes out of his way to help his friends and he is loyal and loving to those who consider him close, although he may come down to it scornfully and aggressively but it is all
in the light of heart on his part. One of the objectives of the chao kit is to continue this party, even if it contains illegal measures to fund it. Although the chao cut can come across as crazy, misguided, the bz junkie, the level is higher below. The mind of The Chhow Kit is thinking new tricks, they have connectivity along the
road smarts and the dial activities as well as links in all kinds of locations. If you look aloud in the past, misguided, drug addicts you realize that The Leslee Shout Kit is a highly intelligent, smart, tough and unkind person with little remorse for those who cross them or that more than the patch, in which the massacre and
obsession is more transpactous than three films and funny, well, except me, but I have Was created bad. The most important thing to do is to cut the leslee sing se, loyalty and friendship as they share the party experience and Loves making memories. Chiu Kit is an international criminal who is a fantasy in all films. He is
usually seen Chip running throughout the film series with their zairnaff hair and extremely small muscles. The chiu kit itself also indicated that their attributes are small. The chow kit has attacked Phil, Stu, and Allen in all three films, never met Dog until the end of part III in Dog. He became Best Friend with Alan
prematurely for the second film and even stayed in touch with him when The Chow Kit was imprisoned in Thailand. Chiu Kit loves to have a good time, and is often partying with The WorldPack. A cancer is considered by The Chhow Kit as The WorldPac always engages with their criminal activities whenever they go into
contact with the chout. The chao kit was last seen from a room in a L.A. Suite, announcing that The Womanpack had another sick night after Alan's wedding. They wear women's shoes, as confirmed in the first film, women size 6. Addiction [Edit | Source Edit] After The Cut Sid jumped out of The Mursdis, he made his first
appearance in the first film and Phil, Stu, and Allen attacked with a son. It is inthefact that Alan may have had sexual relationship with either the chook tort or he raped him, as was found in the car along with the shoes of the chook thou kit as the condom used with the semen. Before he attacks him, Chiu Kit asks you want
to me?!, which can confirm what happened to it. Later the film, The Chao Kit and his gang stationery in their car while hitting the trio to drive their SS. The vehicle has received considerable damage, while a strip club sign fell on them and damaged the soft top ceiling, the door will not open because Stu has to be pulled
from the vehicle while that very badly damaged the door, While Alan was to climb out of the window. It was earlier than night to recover the chow-cut pers, when all three were playing the craps. Allen was on a winner, and Chiu Kit was batting on the $80,000 winner, Allen. However, they put chips in The Same Pursof
Allen, and the poorswere both unknowing of The Chow Kit and Allen. Chaokit revealed that he kidnapped Dog and warned the trio to find money or kill The Dog. After that he leaves the trio, saying, Todalove, Motrafokkars!, a watchpress he later established in films. Since they can't find it, Phil, Stu and Allen use the
blackjack expertise of the latter to get money, and the desert head to create exchanges. However, it appears that he kidnapped the wrong Dog, and instead kidnapped an African American drug dealer named Dog, who bought the first night's recreational drug in Los Vegas. During the exchange, Chiu Kit confirmed that he
is Chinese. Mr. Chiu then goes to the kit, telling them that it was not his fault and leaving them to insult them. He is seen in several pictures during the end credit, where he was hanged with people during their blackout. Addiction Part II [Edit | Edit Source] The cut returns to a huge role, and becomes a supportive
character Removing their status as central lying. Chao Kit and Alan became friends before the second film, still keep in touch after their last face in Vegas. He re-re-married With The Volppac after he woke up in Bangkok on the occasion of Stu's wedding to his Thai girlfriend, Lauren Skhara Ai, Lauren's educational
younger brother as well as after all night celebration, TD. Then the trio confronted the drug-dealing monkey, which he stole the previous night. Alan and Stu notice something like a strange mushroom out of under covers. Touch the monkey on and sit on the thing, notice the full and it starts to consider if it is a erection.
Full doubts are confirmed, as monkey samix essays, which come out of the covered, leaders and unhappy challas, upset chow cut... Tell you that gay monkeys leave my shit! Alan blessed and with his hugs (the jinnings of the chao kit still exposed), he refers to him as his little Hobo (in an unromantic way). It is revealed
that he was part of the alcoholic night of Alan in, Phil, Stu and Tedi. The trio realize that the td is missing after phone call from The Dog, which is still in the resort in The Foct, south of Thailand (while Bangkok is further north). What happened before the chow kit, he takes a big sin of the cone while Phil attempts to
interfere, causing it to move unconscious and without any pulse. Sure The Chiu Kit died, the trio ditched their bodies in an ice freezer. During their mission to find a TD before their marriage, people constantly ask about the chao kit, i.e. Sameer and Kingsley, because of the debts of the chao cut for them. Kingsley has
sought the information of the bank of The Cut in return for the TDs, which they claim are holding the ransom. All three go back to find the body of the chow kit, but when they open the ice freezer, the chao kit is alive and attacks them (trunk view orx). After warming it up with a calm ingcut and a massaged node meal, four
drug-dealing monkeys go to capture what was previously taken from them. The monkey, which Allen is acknowledging, screamed out to help his owners. The chao cut shuts down, speeding for safety through the streets of Bangkok. However, the monkey has been shot by mistake and people are forced to leave the
monkey in a venerary hospital. The men then meet with Kingsley at the Leboa Hotel, and their loan wires to the chow kit to make the kingsale on computer transactions. The attack helicopter is called, and Kingsley shows that he is a secret Interpol agent who is named Detective Inspector Peter. Sameer, the gun dealer
from patti club, appears to have avenged him on the chit kit for not paying him, after several failed transactions in the past. Guides, in the face of The Chhow Kit Sameer, and are smote away by Interpol and out of its way is Todavalvo, Motrafokkars! A line which is already used in the first film, and is used in the last film.
At the end of the film when the trio finally find The Td (which was initially stuck After an electric kit) in the hotel elevator, they use the quickboat of the chao kit-perfect life-to return to the resort where Stu is their wedding and benefit the blessing of Lauren's father. The chopkit reappears where it appears during the slide
show in almost every picture, showing the careless celebration of people in Bangkok. It appears that he was going to shoot the monkey in the head, but he is stopped by Phil and Stu. The last picture is a group picture of Phil, Stu, Allen, and Chicut (the final picture at the end of the original film Isaxy, Phil, Stu, Allen, and
Dog). Addiction Part III [Edit | Edit Source] The cut is an important role, it's a greater role. After being arrested in Bangkok, Chaukit is imprisoned in a Thai jail while continuing to send his letters. The letters explain the attitude of The Chowkit in prison, show that they are pissed in prison guard, while Allen has discussed a
burger available on McDonald. Using a riot as they survived. Chao Kit Allen sends an email, and he set up a meeting in Tijuana, Mexico, after all three when threatened by Marshall, a man who stole the chit kit from $21,000,000, with drug dealer Dadog from the first film. The first thing is that when The Chowkit realizes
that Alan came without him and with Phil, he attacked twice later and threw a rock in Phil's mini. Four again try a local burn where Stu and Phil suck drugs, with Demarwal spking her drink while the chocut song is to be singed on the cash injury- the-cash-on-the-scout, but notice the chow-cut and confess them why they
want to drugs. All three show that they were working for Marshall, and were given the job to get stolen gold again. The chaocut re-agrees with the basement of their Own- The-Maxiscan villa which was sold at auction after the chout was arrested. Stu, Allen and Phil go with the chout and successfully get the gold again,
but they have double the cut, lock them in the basement, steal Phil's car, and try the alarm straining. The trio have been arrested, but are going and are back in the villa, just to discover that the house was never belonging to the chao kit, but marshall's house was, and that gold that had not already stolen was the second
half of the gold. Marshall commands them to search for a cut again. They track Phil's cellphone, which is in the car, outside the best shop, Vegas. The best shop owner, Kassandrea, tells them that a gold brick trade is made for $18,000 of the chao kit when it was very much worth it. Meeting the trio with Jed (who Stu was
briefly married to during their first trip), and their contact to find out that The Chow kit is in the penthouse suite of the Caser Palace, surrounds himself with drugs and whores. When Phil and Alan face the chop kit, he jumps from the joa and has parachutes to the strip, but the ground that Marshall gave them was that he
was running, causes them to kill the fire hedart and the chi cut unconscious. Chi takes the cut and keeps it in the trunk of the lemon. They meet marshall with gold. Marshall shot the trunk of the lemo, thinking he killed the chow kit. However, Allen had earlier liberated the chook from the trunk, and the chow-cut emerged
from the lemo and shot Marshall and his hainchman, Todalove, Motrafokkars! A line, which he used throughout the series. He presents Alan once of gold but he lets him down and cuts the head of the house that he wants no friends because of the evil influence of the chao kit on him. Chu kit, hurt and frustrated, sadly
watches leave The Wolpac. Six months later, after Alan and Kassandrah married, Alan, Kaisi, Dog, and Phil woke up in a Treshad hotel room, hunkover and confused. Stu forces with the employers, this series is a running where Stu wakes up with something with him last night. Alan remembers that the wedding was a
gift from The Kitchen Kit, which is completely unwed in the next room, laughing and holding a katana blade, announcing that he had another sick night. After this cut, it is likely that in some perspective, he will eventually repair his friendship with The V.V.P.C. and use the marshal's gold to rebaldis his criminal empire.
Persistent injury [edit | Edit Source] Intoxication: Inimit [Edit | Source] Stuck in the trunk of a vehicle for several hours without food or water (although relatively unjust) in part II in intoxication in a deliberate accident Involved: [Edit | Edit Source] The jinnangs hit monkey closed after the cone cleft by the heart (but survived)
broke head on a glass table and for almost a day extremely cold Getting locked out of an ice freezer Arrested Part III: [Edit | Source] A fire hit a lemon against The Hyderabad Memorial Waven fall at the top of the head [Edit | Modify Source] Intoxication: You want to me?! Todaawo, Motrafokkars! It's funny because he's
fat! Not so good now. Paghar Pro,. Oh, okay. I'll bring it back. Um, after the truth you suck on these little Chinese nuts? Weird fat fall on the man's face! I shot him so I shot you all the moterofokkars and then we take it... Bitches your choice. Addiction Part II: We had a sick night, the bitches! Come on, come on! This Jew
uses a big head! don't! Kingsley? You're an international criminal in fucking 5-0 off, it always ends like this. Alan called a few days ago and invited me to the wedding. How, after all? Sameer, you me more for six grand! You camel saith! Principles? Nages please! We're both dead inside! I have such a building right now!
Don't worry, I got this mess. Oh, you have a bad day? Are you dead ? (Phil: I shot) But did you die? Oh you don't blow sometimes, sometimes your heart shuts, start again. Read a book. Intoxication Part III: Suck it! They're angry, I've got a kitchen feeding them... And chicken! Instantly give me some sugar you know
fucking take off, blow, same age, oh I got it too I can't feel my nuts, can you rub them to make sure that it's okay? We had a sick night, the bitches! Hellofax! Hellofax! Hahaha! I love the cone! Very beautiful which... I'm sure I can fly, I'm sure I can sky-deep, I think about it every night and day... (Phil: He's out of his mind
fucking his snout.) I'm out of my fucking mind! Nothing is a cut... I'm hidden (Phil: Go down there before you die!) dead... How do you kill what is already dead? Full double middle finger. * Todavo... Moutrofokkars... Hey check it out! Cold as you ice Allen. What dog? We don't spend enough time with each other. You gave
a fight chance cut... All this need a cut... We had a sick night, the bitches! Gallery, Office [Edit Source] for Intoxication Part III. Add a picture to this gallery, The Gallery of The Gallery
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